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Murray, Kentucky, Saturday Afternoon, May 1, 1948

Lack Of Funds
May Keep Murray
From State Contes
Music Groups,
Individuals
Eligible To Go

356

1!AIN

Murray High School may not be
represented at the State Music Festival In Bowling Green next Friday and Saturday, May 7-8, because of lack of funds, W. Z. Carter,
superintendent of city schools, said
this morning.
At the Regional Music Festival
held at Murray State College April
9-10, Murray High scored 10 top
ratings out of 14 entries.
Groups receiving top ratings were
the band, choir, mixed chorus,
girls' chorus, and smaller choral
groups. Individuals receiving top
ratings were Joan Love, Clegg -Minn. Jerry Williams and Wilhelm,
McElrath.
A superior rating at the regional
contest automatically qualifies a
rroup or student ioa participation
in the state contest.
Mr. Carter said that about $200.00
would be needed for transportation
to take the musicians to the state
festival. And there is no budget
from which to draw these funds,
he sadly added,
If the necessary money should
become available in some unforseen
manner, the musicians will be accompanied to Bowling Green by the
following teachers:
Miss Mary
Elizabeth Roberts, head of the music
department at the high school, Mist;
I.ula Clayton Beale, Mr. W. B
Moser and Mr. Harry Hendren.

LIVESTOCK

aces

Rs

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS, Ill, May 1 1UP) (USDA)
- Livestock:
Market steady with Friday on 180
to 2-25 lbs. Top, $21 50. Compared
with close last week, weights 170
lbs up steady to 25c higher: lighter
weights. 50c to $1 lower; sows mostly al lower; top for week. $22,
50:
• late top, $21.50.
Cattle 150; calves 30 Earmarked
for Monday compared with close
last week, steers and heifers, 50c
to $1 higher; cows steady to 50c
higher; bulls. 25c to 50c higher:
vealers. 50c up: replacement steers,
50c to $1 higher. Bulks for the
week: good arid choice steers, $26.50
to $31.25; medium to low good,
$2650 to a28; very limited number
of steers below $26: good and choice
heifers mixed yearlings, $28. to
$30.50: common to medium. $23 to
$27, good cows, $24 to $25: common
to medium cows, $19.50 to $23: canners and cutters. $15 to $19.50: good
and choice vealers, $26 to $32: common to mediuln, $16 to $28eactills,
$10 to $12; medium to good replacement steers, $24.50 to $27.
Sheep none.
Compared with
close last week, supply seasonally
very light and principally shorn
lambs: supplies insufficient at times
to actual test market; tendency
stronger but no definite upturn for
period; only very tea, spring lambs
arriving; one lot good and choice,
$28; some merely good. $26.50; several lots good and choice old wooled, $25.50 to $28.25; top, $28.25
.

TWO LOCAL MEN
TO GRADUATE AT
BAPTIST SEMINARY
LOUISVILLE. May 1- Twenty
Kentuckians are among the 242 candidates for degrees from the South=
ern Baptist Theological Seminary
here at the annual spring commencement exercises on May 7.
Included are Reuben Hale Falwell,
Jr., Murray, Th.D and Hugh Thomas • alcElri th. Murray, Madge of
Sacred Music degree.
The current_kitaduating class is
the largest in the histoaa of Southern Seminary. oldest of Southern
Baptist theological institutions.
Ehl Herschel H. Hoblas, pastor of
Dauphin Way Baptist Church. Mobile. Ala.. will deliver the baccalaureate sermon on
Wednesday
night, May 5, at the Crescent Hill
Baptist Church, Louisville. The
final Missionaty Day services; of
the year will be held in the Seminary assembly hall on Thursday.
at 11 am, with Dr. John H. Buchanan, glastor of Southside Baptist
Church. Birmingham, as the speaker. PrOlident Ellis A.. Fuller will
award diplomas and confer degrees
Friday morning at the Crescent Hill
Church.
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HOUSE PLANS TO
BEGIN HEARINGS
ON PALESTINE
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the house foreign affairs committee made plans today to go ahead
with its schedfuled inquiry into the
tense Palestine situation.

However, chairman Charles A.
Eaton. R., N. J., said the committee has decided to begin hearings
Tuesday on the UN. and follow
up with hearings on Palestine.
Among the first witnesses will
be Secretary of State George C.
Marshall and Warren R. Austin,
chief American delegate to the UN.
The committee's decision to go
ahead in the face of official objections was said to be an outgrowth of its resentment over
Eaton's exclusion from the recent
hush-hush Blair house conference.
Committee members said he was
the only important foreign policy
leader who was not invited to meet
with Secretary Marshall. Though
both the house and senate were
in recess for the weekend, there
were these developments:
Defense-The ranking Democrat
on the senate armed services committal said the Draft-UMT -blend"
is the only practical military 'program that can be put through
congress in the short tiAle before
adjournment. Sen. Millard E. Tydings, D. Md, said that personally
he would like to see something
closer to the original UMT program But he believes the combination "will do the job."
Atomic-The bill limiting the
atomic energy commission to twogood chance of
year terms has
passage, according to an adminisCapitol HilL
tration source on
However, this source said that if
President Truman vetoes the bill,
he will be upheld.
Arms Shipments-Sen, Tom Connally. D.. Tex., has confirmed that
a program of American military aid
to western Europe is being drawn
up. The Texan. who is the administration's chief foreign policy spokesman in the senate, said congress
may be asked next week to approve the shipment of arms and
munitions abroad.
Minimum Wage-House Republicans say that proposed 4legislation to boost the national minimum
wage from 40 to 60 or 65 cents
an hour is threatened by a behind-the-scenes quarrel. One GOP
leader described the bill as a "hot
potato that we might have to
drop."

e

Contest Open
To Farmers,
Club Members

TOP HONORS AT
PURYEAR GO TO
MISS SEYMOUR

WASHINGTON, May 1. (UP)-Despite state department protests,

The department had asked that
the investigation be delayed while
the issue is up for consideration
by the United Nations.
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MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

OUT OF RETIREMENT-Charlotte Oelschlegel, the first ice-skating queen of them all,
teaches kids in her neighborhood in bomb-scarred Berlin tInii7 to roller skate. Charlotte
made her ice-skating debut in 1909, at the age of seven. Now, however, a shortage of
Chemicals to make Ice has forced her to turn to roller skates, and she is coaching a rollerskating ballet:

Railroad Strike Threatens To Hit
Nation In Ten Days; Settlement Fails
Two strikes involving 225,000 rail- !
iten:1chth
in a bid to
:Be
rad
illreom
ae
ols
road and auto
workers
today
settlement.
threatened to hit the nation with a
But Frank P. Douglass, chairman
one-two punch within the next 10 of the National Railway Mediation
days.
Board, said both sides were deadSome 150.000 railroad engineers, locked at the end of a long series
firemen, and switchmen were pois- of talks yesterday. He only hopd
ed to walk out May 11. Another smeoething would turn up today.,
75,000 Chrysler Corporation workThe brotherhuods have demanders were set to strike a day later.
ed a flat 30 per cent pay hike while
The walkouts, coupled with the the carriers have offered the 14,1-2
nationwide meat strike, would deal cent bourly boost recommended-by
a crippling blow to the nation's a presidential fact-finding board.
economy.
• In Detroit. the giant CIO United
A rail walkout would paralyze Auto Workers Union announced
transportation and cut the lifelines that it would strike Chrysler May
oif commerce and industry. Auto 12 if the firm refused to grant a
production, already severely cur- third-round wage increase.
tailed, would be reduced even more
Norman Matthews. head of the
sharply by a strike at Chrysler.
union's Chrysler department, said
If the rail and auto walkouts the UAW would shut down 18
should be added to current strikes, plants in Newcastle, Kokoma, and
the number of idle workers in the Evansville, Ind., and in Detroit and
country would total more than Los Angeles if no agreement
is
330,000.
reached by the deadline.
Meanwhile, John L. Lewis reCIO packinghouse workers douquested that negotiations for a new bled picket lines around the Wilson
United Mine Workers' contract be & Company plant in Chicago. It
opened May 18. If a settlement is was their . reply to the company's
not reached by the time the present threat to replace strikers
who fail
contract expires June 30, a soft to return to work by Monday.
coal strike would be allowed under
Chicago police arrested two pickthe Taft-Hartley law.
ets and a local union official on
In Pittsburgh. the CIO United charges of throwing bottles
into
Steel Workers demanded a 25-cent the homes of non-striking employes.
hourly wage inorease for 20.000
workers in eight plants of the alumBIBLE STILL BEST SELLER
inum Company of America.
Several thousand unionists were
NEW YORK (UP)-The Ameriexpected to march in a May Day
can Bible Society distributed 9.310.parade in Chicago to raise money
439 copies of the Bible in 167 lanand food for striking packinghouse
guages in 1947, the Rev. Dr. Gilbert
workers in the meat strike.
Darlington, treasurer, announced.
Government mediators, trying desperately to head off the threatened
rail strike, scheduled meetings with
the three operating brotherhoods

FARM BUREAU
4-i-ARM
ASKS TRUMAN TO
STOP MEAT STRIKE
e

Miss Mildred Seymour has been
named valedictorian and Charles
Marlow. szautatorian of this year's
senior class at the Puryear High
School, Principal Tillman D. Taylor annoupced today.
Runnerup for top scholastic honors at the school is Miss Dorotha
Nell Underwood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Underwood.
Miss Seymour. the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Seymour, has
a four-year average of 95.8. Marlow averaged 95.4 and Miss Underwood, 95.
Miss Seymour was editor-in-chief
of the 1948 annual. "The Column."
She was also in the junior play,
"Her First Flame," and the senior
play, "Out of This World." She was
voted best all-round girl of the
senior class.
Marlow is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Marlow. He was the
art editor of the annual this year.
He was voted best all-round boy in
the senior class and was also in
the, junior and senior plays.
The commencement sermon will
be delivered Sunday evening. May
16. at 8:00 o'clock by the Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall, pastor of the
isaptiat Church in Hazel.
Class night exercises will be at
8:00 o'clock Tuesday evening. May
18, and the Rev. J. E. Underwood.
pastor of the First Methodist
Church in Paris, will be the commencement speaker on Thursday
evening, May 20.

Kentucky Farm
Bureau
lion and Louisville ProPetitioned Prteldent Truman today by wire to take immediate steps to bring about early
resumption of meat pack in operations. Present lack of packing
facilities has resulted in glutted
supplies and sharpely depressed
prices. Farmers have been forced
to hold hogs on farms This resulted in weight increases adding;
MOTTLE -STILL WAITING
to further price penalties ComLANGDOW. •N. .D. .1UPI-The
plete text of telegram follows:
"Forty-four day
old
Packing Cavalier County Last Man's Club
House Workers' strike has resulted was feted by the local American
in heavy losses to hog producers Legion. 1301 the traditional bottle
of cognac which graces the table
with increased costs to consumers.
each year was still untouched. The
Since March 2 hog prices have deClub was organized ten years ago
clined $3 per cwt., resulting in
with the understanding that the
losses to producers of over one
last swo surviving members could
and one-half million dollars daily.
"kill the bottle."
During same period
wholesale
dressed pork prices have advanced
$6 per cwt. Resulting advances in
BROTHERS TRAM UP
other meats have followed with
WINOOSKI PARK, Vt...
approximately millions of dollars
daily. Present losses to hog pro- Fifty-eight students at St, Michael's College here have brothers
ducers will materially reduce numenrolled in the college That is albers of .sows bred for fall farrowmost 10 per cent of the registraing. Supplies of meat for next year
tion. Included in
the brother
will be sharpely reduced. We urge
teams are a quartet from Long
that immediate steps be taken tea'
Island. two sets of three brohters
assure early resumption of Packfrom Massachusetts and a fair of
ing House operations'
Plattsburg. N. Y., twins

Donald Winters

.

DONALD WINTERS
TO DIRECT CHURCH
SCHOOL CHOIR HERE
Donald Winters will direct the
Choir from the School of Church
Music of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. Louisville, in a
service of sacred music at the First
Baptist Church in Murray, on Monday evening. May 10. at 710 o'clock.
The appearance of the Choir in
Murray is being sponsored by the
First Baptist Church. the Memorial
Baptist Church .and the Baptist
Student Union of Murray St.te College.
Mr. Winters, formerly dirkector
of music at the First Baptist
Church, Atlanta. Ga.. is a graduate
of
Westminster
Choir college,
Princeton. 14. J., where he was a
member of the famous Westminster
Choir during his student years.
Besides studying voice with Dr.
John Finley Williamson, president
of Westminster Choir college. Mr.
Winters also majored in organ study
with Dr. Carl Weinrich, the organ
virtuoso. In addition to his position on the faculty of the school' of
Church Music, he is organist and
choir director of the Broadway
Baptist Church. Louisville, Ky.

The final date for entering Lie
Calloway County Corn Derby Is
Manday May 10. assistant county
agent Clarence Mitchell announced
today.
_
The county Corn Derby is'open
to farmers, 4-H• Club members
and Future Farmers of America.
'It was begun to enema-age farmers
to use the best known methods
of increasing the yield of corn
per acre in this County.
The winner last year was J.F.
Darnell of Coldwaater community
who grew 113.52 bushels of corn
per acre on a five-acre treat.
Thus far nine farmers and two
club members have entered the
derby this year, said Mitchell.
Then entries include: Ezell brothers, fairksey; 'James Potts, KirChambers,
Lynn
Leon
kseY;
Grove; A. A. Doherty, Lynn Grove;
Terrell Roberts, Old Faxon; J. T.
Stark. Lynn Grove; Wayne Dyer,
Faxon; Guy Luther, Elm Grove:
L. A. Rowland. Lynn Grove; Glen
member fronli
Beach. 4.14 Club
Kirksey; and Jackie Meyers, future Farmer of America from LynnGrove.
The awards for the 1948 Corn
Derby are as follows:
I. Classes-There will be two
adult classes with a minimum of
S. acres an a 1-acre minimum for
FFA and 4-H members. The area
in either class must be in one
aontiguous plot of such shape that
it can be easily measured
2. Eligibility-Participating in the
Calloway County Corn Derby is
any farmer adtilt or
open to
copal derby conducted in cooperjunior, whoaenrolls in the county
ation with alte County Extension
Service, and who complies with
the rules prescribed therefor. The
("aunty • corn derby must have a
minimum of six entrants, of which
at least three complete their harvesting record in order to enter
the entucky Corn Derby.

3. Enrollment-Entrants must be
enrolled in the County Agent's Office by May 10. There will be no
enrollment fees.
4. Yields-All measurements and
weights used in calculating yields
must be supervise( and certified
by impartial persons selected by
the' County committees according
KENTLTKY: Considerable cloudi- to rules prescribed by -the Agroness and warmer with saattered nomy 'Department and all yields
thundershowers today and in East will be based on a uniform 15 1-2
portion tonight.
Sunday partly moisture coatent. One man shall
cloudy and ma so warm.
be approved by the committee to
check yields. All yields above 75
bushels per acre are subject to a
recheck by the committee.
5 Marketing the Plot-The derby'
plot may b, a part of a larger
field but it must be distinctly
marked by stakes, or otherwise,
so that it will be plainly evident
"Imperitalists" and stressing the to the checking-committee that the
peaceful policy
of the
Soviet particular plot was selected for
Union,
the entry before planting. It is
Subway workers struck' in Paris: not permissible to select the dermetal and
automotive
workers by plot from a larger field at the
struck in Hannover. Germany, and time of checking yields.
gas workers struck in Dublin, the
6 Records-The entrant should
Capital of Eire.
keep record of fertilizers and culThe unrest spread to Mexico tural practices used in the producCity, where 10,000 federal troops tion of his derby plot.
were alerted for possible May Day
County awards, for the highest
emergencies. A threatened strike yields will be:
against the Mexican Light" and
5-Acre Class: ,
Power Company which would have
Free trip to Earl and ome Week
plunged the Mexican Capital al- or Stalk Farm Bureau Convention.
to darkness was averted by a
1-Aire Class for 4-H and FFA
last-minute settlement.
members:
Korea and London
held
Free trip to Farm and Home
the
irpotlight in the idealogical battle Week or State Farm Bureau Conbetween Russian and the Western vention.
powers.
1 -Acre Class "or adults:
Radio Pyongyang in Russian-oc81300.
cupied northern Korea announced
All contestants complying with
appebval of a new "constitution" the above rules for the County
for all of Korea, Including the Corn Derby will be eligible to
American-occupied aaalf.
enter the • Kentucky Corn Derby
The new charter set up Seoul as which offers the. following awards:
the capital, but said the govern5-Acre class-10 awards ranging
ment would remain in Pyongyang from $200. to $10.
for the present. Pyongyang is the
laAcre class-10 awards ranging
seat of the Russian occupation from $150 to $10.
army.
If the winner of the 5-acre
In London. the five western class does not except the trip an
union powers, headed by Britian award of $2000 will be given.
and France and the military backThere will be no requirements
ing of the United States, announc- as to kind of fertilier, variety
ed organization of a super general of corn or method of cultivation
staff to plan united defense against used, but suggestions on improved
any attack in Europe,
practices will be available.

Umbrella Day!

International Situation in Brief May Day Celebrations

Derby Facts & Figures

Increase World Tension

Koreans Defy United Nations
--

LOUISVILLE: IC7..114; 1 (Mil-- way May 3, 1941.
The field for the 74th running of
Broadcast-6:15 p.m. 44:15 p.m.
the $100.000 added Kentucky Der- Murray time) Over the Columbia
by today:
Broadcasting system.
The horse, owner, trainer jockey
Announcers: Clem McCarthy and
and probable odds, respectively, Bill Corum.
follow:
1947 Finish-Jet Pilot. Phalanx,
A-Citation, CalumetaFarm, B. Jones, Faultdess.
E. Arcaro, 1-10.
A-Coaltown. Calumet Farm, B
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 1 (Ur)
,
Jones, N, Pierion, 1-10:
Records of the 73 years of the XenEscadru. W. 1... Brann, E. Christmas. tucky Derby:
A.Kirkland, 8-1.
Largest Field---22 in 1928
Grandpere, Mrs J. Adams, E Shaw,
Smallest Field-3 'in 1882. 1899,
J. Gilbert. 30-1.
1905.
Billings. Walmac Farm. H. Wells,
Fastest Time-2.01 2/5, WhirlM Peterson, 10-1.
away. a941
My request. B. Whitaker, J CosX--Slowest Time-2:15 1.5, Stoneway, D. Dodson, 4-1.
'erect, 1908
ttnry.
'
A-Calumet
Longest Priced Winner-DoneAll horses carry,..120 pounds.
rail. 1913. $91.45 to $1,
Shortest Priced Winner-Hindoo,
LOUISVILLE. Ky., May 1 (UP)- 1881: Halm, 1805: and Agile. 1905,
Facts and figures on the 74th run- I to 3 odds-on
ning of the Kentucky Derby today.;
Owner Of Most Winners-E. R.
Post Time-6:30 pm. EDT.
Brady, four: Behave Yourself,
Scene-Churchill Dowht, Louis- 1921; Bubbling Over, 1926: Burgoo
ville. Ky.
King, 1932; Brokers TIP, 1933,
Weather Forecast-- Considerable
Trainer Of Most, Winners-H. J.
cloudiness and warmer; scattered (Dick) Thompson. four! (all E. R.
thundershowers likely.
Bradley winners).
Probable Attendance-100,000
Jockeys With Most Winners-Tied
Gross Value of Race-$111.450.
for three. Isaac Murphy (Buchanan,
Net Value To Whiner-$83,000 1884; Riley. 1890; Kingman, 1891);
(based on six runningsl.
Earl Sander (Zev, 1923! Flying EbValue To Second-810.000.
ony. 1925: Gallant Fox, 1930.) Eddie
Value To Third-$5,000.
Arcaro (Lawrin. 1938; Whirlaway,
Value To Fourth- $2.500.
1841; Hoop Jr., 19451.
Distance-Mile and a quarter.
X-For mile and a quarter. Until
Record-2:01 2/5i set by Whirls- 1895, distance was mile and a half.

SEOUL May 1 (UP)-The Soviet puppet government of northern
By United Press

Korea announced adoption of a "constitution" today and claimed jurisdiction over all Korea, including the American occupation zone in the south.

i

Traditional May Day celebrations
The constitution, following'the Russian model, named Seoul as the around the world raised tension
between Communist and anti-Comcapital of Korea but said that for now the capital will remain at Pyongmunists groups today, marked by
yang, seat of the Russian occupation zone in the north.
attempted assassinations in Greece
Adoption of the constitution, taken in defiance of United Nations and Korea.
A' young
laborer in
Athens
plans for Korea. was announced by Pyongyang Radio. The announcethrew a bomb that gravely woundment opened a tense May Day weekend throughout Korea.
ed the Greek Minister of Justice,
Christ°, Lades. killed one policeman and wounded another.
The May Day weekend .in Korea
JERUSeaLEM, May 1 (UP)-Jewish troops today defied a British was touched off by
another assthreat to blast them out of Jaffa if they did not give up hard won gains assination
attempt against
the
in the Arab city. posing new problems in the struggle of the British to police chief of Seoul. T. Si Chang.
Chang's bodyguards drc;ye off the
liquidate their Palestine mandate within exactly two weeks.
would-be assassains after they
Britain's bitterest enemies in Pitestine, the Irgun Zvai Leumi underopened fire at Chang in front of
ground fithters. rejee•ed a British ultimatum to clear out of the Manhis home.
sheih quarter of Jaffa. If the British wanted to fight it out here, they
American troops in the interwere ready.
national zone of Trieste smothered
Communist demonstrations with
ta,
strict regulations. Other Americans
paraded through downtown Tokyo
with loaded machineguns bristlMOSCOW, May 1 (UP)-Superior-type bombers-five times as many
ing from armored cars.
as ever before . shown here -flew over Red Square today to spearhead
Radio Moscow reported the usthe Soviet Union's May Day show of armed might.
ual vast demonstration of military
Fighters buued around the four-enginad long range strategic bomb- might in Red Square. with Geners in the air show where Russia's new post-war military power was eralissimo Josef Stalin in attendance at one of his increasingly
displayed.
Jet planes of two types flew over the square There were twin- rare public appearances.
Stalin's son, an Air Major Genengined bombers and single-engined fighters. All told, nearly twice as
eral. commanded the display of
mauy planes flew over as in the demonstration a year ago.
aerial might above the Soviet capThe May Day parade through Red Square brought 'out nearly twice
ital. His . war minister made the
as many infantry, artillery and tank forees, also, as in the last two years. major speech of the city, blasting

Jewish Troops Defy British

Russian Military Power Displayed
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Published afterhoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St.. Murzam.X.y.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, eLsewhere $5.50.
/
` NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Stenck
Building, Memphis, Tenn.: 250. Park Ave. New York: 307 -N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago: 80 Boylston St.. Boston.

EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATIO N
./Koweilme-

lin

- THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
er Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the beat interest
St our readers..

Friday Afternoon, April 30, 1948

Fish Industry Ireitimony Is Heard By Only
Two Members Of Committee At Friday Meet

Bares Ileisirsasi. lbsplec
Preaching every Suiail
Morn.
ing at 11:00 o'clock and em Sun.
day night at 740 o'cleek.
Albert Cunningham is superin.
IMIdant of Sunday Scisocl held
every Sunday at 10 'o'clock.
- - •
B.T.U. every surtaity uteri' at
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
6.30, Ben Hopkins director, and
Rebert E. Jarman. Mtaister
M. F. Paschall. ranter
preaching following B. T. U
Prayer mamma every Wechmmiday
9:45 a.m. Church School classes Paul Daily, Sunday School Super- night at 700 o'clock.
for all age groups, Dr. : WallerI„ intendent
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
Baker, General Superintendent. Gene Orr Miller, T. U. birector
1:30 p.m. after the first and third
10:45 am. Morning Worship Set- Mrs. Grace Wilson, W.M.U. Pres.
Sunday each month.
vice with a sermon by the minisMorning
,
ter, and special music under :the Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.°
ALMO CIRCUIT
direction of Mr. David. Oserans, Morning Worship each S/Nad.'.
Bishetp, Paster
c_otr ,• tree or.
11:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. C.Y.F. (ages from 1418),
IssuRIS
Temple Hill
Mrs. Maurice Crass, adult ad- Training Union each Sunday 6:00
Worship Service 11:00 o'clock
visor.
p.m.
on first and fourth Sundays.
Chin Rho ages 9-14), Miss Judy Evening Service 7 15 pm.
Evening service on third Sunday,
Allbritten and Mrs. A. B. Austin. Prayei Meeting Wednesday 7 00
7 o'clock; Church School each Sunadult advisors' •
p.m.
day at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellow6:30 p.m. Disciple Youth Fellow- W.M.U., G.A.,
Sunbeams meet on ship each Sunday evening, 6:30.
ship, Mrs. E La Noel, Student DiTuesday following Second and Prayer Meeting
each Thursday ',rector.
Fourth Sunday.
ann. 7 o'clock.
Wednesday evening at 7:00 o'elock Y.W.A.
meet Monday, 7:30 p.m.,
Russells Chapel
Mid-Week Worship Service, mesfollowing First and Third SunWorship Service 11 o'clock each
sage by the minister.
days.
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each

1

'

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST •
10th and Main
By HARMON. W..-Niellkitli- -'-' There sat Chairman • Tollefson Its• CHURCH
11endell
0.Row,
Pastor
tening to somebody praise his own
J. IL T'harmam Pastor
WASHINGTON. May 1 tUP)--i-It bill. And there also sat the other
-was Friday -.- fish day!
Sunday
1member of the subconirnittee presFirit Sunday, 10:00 am. Sunday
s, But nobody seeMed,to give much I ent - Congressman Clark Thomp- 9:30 a m.-Sunday School.
School, Morgan Cunningham, HuAlvin Harrell. -Superintendent
hoot ii•hat. happened to the
.a h
.aof
son of Texas, who apparently didn't
perintemdent Preaching at 11:00
le:45
a.m
-Morning Worship
poor halibut 1c4s44.aerwu
Cungressman
, give a never-Mind where people dip
sti.Thor
and ,
7,,,41„,f6..,‘
of-1,
a.m. Ant Btarday before at 7:30
'LOU pin--Evaning Warshipthey
Stay
WU
ter-ha/ant so alba 'at
p.m.
Wednesday
his'inerchant .inarine and fisheries of Texas
, spbcorrithittee were sitting in room 1 .Incidentally. the measure takes in 7:00 p.m.-Mid-week Prayer SerLOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
vice and Bible Study
z Z
i 230 of the House Office Building: black cod, as well as halibut. As it
CHURCH
"The Church with a warns
practically alone. The buys . were Ii is now, Mr. Flory explained, if a
J. H. Miller, Pastor
welcame"
, considering H.R. 6110. That s. a hill
-s-- 1 halibut vessel happens to snare
that wcaild allow the ."landing of i some black cod in its net by mistake,
Preaching services second and
:--halibut by Canadian fishing v-ea$eIa it has to either throw 'em back or MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRUIT
fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7.30
to Alaskan portS - and for other destroy 'ern.
Sixth and Maple Streets
p in.
purposes"
John H. Brian. Minister
That, he said, happens a lot of
Sunday school each Sunday at 10
Tollefson
was
a
little
Mr.
fidgety times It's confusing and also ellsam. under the direction of John
Bible
School
at
9:40
sm.
about it for a time. H.R. 6110 hap- gusting to a fisherman who finds
Worship with communion at Lassiter, superintendent.
pens to be a memoare he introduced himself the possessor of several
B. T. U. meets each Sunday at
am. and 7:00 p.m.
10:50
himself Then he looked around hundred pounds of fish he can't
6.30 p.m.. Harold Houston, director.
Wednesday:
Midweek
Bible
the little oval - table in the commit- eat, much less sell.
study at 7:00 p.m. with classes for
. tee .roorn and grinned . No oppOsiMr. Flory double-emphasized the
HARDIN CIRCUIT
tine In fact, no people. Except for fact that the matter was urgent and all ages.
Leslie C. Lee, Pastor
one witness. The latter was a Mr. the two committee members then
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
W.E.S Flory. who.described his job .nodded.
Pahrstkie, 11:00
First Sunday:
The Friendly Church
1
. -- as assistant chief of the InternaFor that reason. said the witness..
arra; Hardin, 7 p.m.
George
W.
Bell.
Minister
tional Resources Division of the De- his testimony on halibut was gotten
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:06 sm.;
juirtment of State.
•.
up in a big hustle and the Bureau
Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
9.30
A
M.
Sunday
School
Mr Flory. smart in a gray-brown of the Budget was even bypassed,
Third Sunday, at 'Hardin 11:00
10:50 A.M. Morning Worship
tw-etd number, said he thanked the ' thereby cutting the red tape.
s.m; Palestine, 3 pan.
Youth
Choir
• cdirrinuttee very much for giving
Arer listening to all of this in- 5:30 P.M.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10.00
,
him a chance to say that the State teresting defense of the finç. busi-• 6:30 P.M. College .Vespers at the
am. and Uflit.41 Ridge, 11.1.5 a.m.
Church
CleparUner,a_ was, indeeca on the aide ness of catching Malib-ut. I felt aFifth Sunday: Dexter, li am.
of people who make a living hook- little guilty ordering , perch for 600 P.M. Youth Fellowship .
Everyone is invited.
7:00
P.
M
Evening
Service
ing halibut No iTattier which side :
lunch
Intermedite M.Y.F., Mrs. T. I..
of the border they !the fishermen)
No halibut on she menu.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
Gregory, counselor. Youth M.Y.F.
i
lam' from.
,
C. A. Riggs, Paster
016-231
Miss
Lulay
Calyton
Not only that, said he. this was
counselor.
Wesley
Foundation
for
an .urgency The Halibut season
First Sunday-Goshen 11 aan :
College Students, Vespers on Sunshirts today - May 1 jind what's
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.
day
evening,
830.
Miss Ann Eva Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
the use Of coming in with a lot Iti(
Gibbs. Student Secretary.'
halibut in the nets if you don't
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.; SulMERCHANTVILLE N. J. 'UPi
.
*
know where it's legal, to dump 'ern? Schoolboys organize.
phur Springs 7 p.m.
St. Leos (mamma Mersa
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
- a Mr. Flory went a great deal deep- Half a dozen eight and nine-yearNorth Twelfth SlesM
. Goshen 7 pan.'
' er rat, the problem He said, as he olds haler tossed aside the pessiFourth Sunday-Sulphur Springs
looked at it from a skipper's cabin. mism of their parents
and formet
10 am: New Hope 11 a.m.: New
Services are held -each Sunday
this .1)1111 would be a sort of a good the nucleps of what
may Decome
at !9... o'clock.
.
Hope 3 p.m.
neighbor policy.
.
a widespread "Boys for Peace'
There is Church School at each of
For a long time. hmsaid. the Can- movement
these churches, at 10 a.m. every
COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
adian government has been giving
The boys are in the fifth grade
Sunday. ,
CHURCH
' American halibut fishermen the of the Roosevelt School
here Their
Your attendance is appreciated.'
1603 Main Street
right to land their atches in British purpose they say. Is -to keep
our
Samuel C. McKee, Paster
Columoia ports They ve been al- generation from being as foolish as
WIRINGEAPTIST
lowed tr, sell the fish in Canada or the last one"
945 a. m. Sunday School
CHURCH
to pack em up and send 'ern back
Each Saturday afternoon- the
MM. Hassidem. pass
home Nut only that but Americans boys meet and talk over current 10:00 Dean Ella Weitung's• Sunday
School Class
'
hawe beer permitted to stock up!problems, learr. more about the
10 00 sin. Sunday Sitime4_ James
the Larders ir. Canadian ports. fix I United NalkOfIS and try to under- 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Key, superintendent
4:30 p. M. Senior High Fellowship
' the riggings and shim crews. the people of the world they
6:30 p. m. Westminster Fellowship 11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
It clocari• seem fair to the State live in.
directo
6:00
B.T.U. L. I) Warren,
Department. Under our laws, a forEight - year-oid Donald Love, Wednesday, 7:30 p. in. Mid-Week
Preaching service.
eign Lshinimatessel cant enter our founder and president of 'Boys
7:00 p.m. PreschIng Service
ports unlese_a northeaster washes for Peace.'" eaplamed. '`We certainFIRST BAPTI81 CHURCH
her ashore
ly thiiht-Arnerica is worth defendPLEASANT VaiLLEY EEVECII
B. B. Sawyer. Paster
-Does that sound, right to you ing hut we want the weal& find
OF CHRIST
gentlemen?" Mr 'Flory demanded. a peaceful way to solve •
J. L. Hicks, Minister
Sim Boyd Nctly, Sunday School
Mr Flury was wasting his breath. lerns,Superintendent
W J Pitman. T U Director
Sunday School each Lord's Day
eelne_naadinI1.01•••••-MIE•40
Mrs. A F. Yancy. W. M. U. Pies at 10 a.m. '
Preaching services first Sunday
Months
Sunday School -.a- kW 1 a.m. of each month at 11 am.
Morning worship
IS:. a.m.
Fleet Admiral Cheater W NimTraining Union ---------•;i5 p.m. dz. USN. has been made "Chief
'Evening Worship
110 p.m of Naval Operations- in the TexPrayer meeting Wed.
7:30 p.m.' as Navy.

Schoolboys Organize
To Preserve Peace

I

A

weekly feature prepared by members et The Calloway County
Farm Leaders organisation and dedicated te bettor farming

fourth Sunday evening. Stewardshia Fellowship
meeting
each
Thdrsday (before the second Sunday) evening 6:30.
Bethel
•
Worship 2:45 o ciocx each fourth
Sunday and 7 o'clock eaah second
Sunday. Church School each Sunday 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
-Brooks Chapel
Worship 11 o'clock each third
Sunday. Church School 10 o'clock.
Independence
Worship service 2:30 p'clock each
first Sunday.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
Leon Wisehaskir, Paster
Preaching services first and third
Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Sunday School each Sunday at
111 am.

SCRFPTURZ: bLeheistni 11-7.
1.,ZVOTIONAL ILEADLNG: Psalms
1-11.

Nehemiah Rebuilds Jerusalem
Lessen fur May 2, 1949

First Sunday-mmasey 11 cm.;
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Hebron 7:30 p.m.
Second Senday_-Coldwater 11
am,; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
a.m.; Kirksey 7.30 p.m.
Four eh Sunday--Mt. Camel 11
sin.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 gam.:
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
There is Church School at each
of these churches at 10 am. every
Sunday. Your attendance is appreciated.

HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
C. L. Page. Pastor
Smith Plainest Greve
Sunday School at 10:00 am. R.
L Cooper, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11.00
first and third Sundays.
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m
Hanel Church
Sunday School at 1000 a m. Buford Hurt. superintendent
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
second Sunday. and at 7:00 p.m,
second and fourth Sundays.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 am., Ben
third and fourth Sundays, and at
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Brooks
Underwood, superintendent.
Worship Service at 1100 am.,
fourth Sunday. and at 3:00 p.m.
second Sunday.
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
E. H. Somers, Pastor
Sunday school each Stinday at
10 o'clock.
Preaching services each "Sunday
at 11 o'clock and each second and
fourth Sunday nights at 7:30..
Training Union emelt liundaY
night at CM.
Prayer service each Wednesday
nIght at 7 o'clock.

I
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Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian
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still seem a little drowsy,
Cardinals
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in August
to Ins favorite fielding position,
Agrieuture Teat her.. Hazel High I side-dreltrut
and
NOTICE OF SALE OF
" they don't wake up from Jell field.
Ply nitrogen -= fertilizer in theTELEPHONE
It was significant that he responspring 'During the first of the the noise "of Stan Musials big bat.
they are likely to doze right ded with one of the greatest days
The live-at-hone iii !...gram
an I year. the area berrie should be •
FRANCHISE
our farms in Cain-m.11Y conuty i kept clean Frequent and shallow-et-heat/8h the rest or the seasun--of his career, hitting a homer. two
a
s
t
at on the
The Cardinals haven't bear' early doubles. and
two singles and
should include a variety of fruits !Cultivation is essential. In Decem.
and vegetables as well as dairy! her. , mulch with straw. putting Writs very often in the National driving, in four runs as the Cards third day of' May. 1948, at 1:00
and meet products. A snip gar- about two tons of straw per acre league races, and they seem to be routed ike Reds at Cincinnati, 13 o'clock phi at my service station
den alone Tray- be .worth „from! This should be raked to the middle getting of to a typically slow to 7 -TEC: Cards, who incidently in the city of Hasel. Kentucki, of5300 to $600,to, the family.
In the early siring when the first start this year. but that doesn't are now playing with their cham- fer for sale at public outcry a franStrawberries is one of the fruits plant growth starts. When pick- hold "true . for Milsial He . can't' pionship outfield of 1848 intact chise to constrUct. operate and
that mai be sataafactorily be in- ing -starts, 'pick every day Leave forget about -MK' troubles he had Pitisial in left, Terry Moore 'in maintain lines of a telephone syselided in the .lairn garden pro-.1 1,2 Fficks of stem fastened to cap last year because of a bad spring Center. and Enos Slaughter in tem upon. along and over the pubgrain or they may ba producedi and handle as little as oessible. and so it Wasn't exactly coinciden- thdiler. got 17 hits. The•big blow lic rinds. streets. alleys, and highas a each crop. but many times, Atte* harvesting, clip the "patch" tal today that he boasts a current , was a grand slam homer by catch- ways of the City of Hazel. Kentucthey are not ground 'on every. witha mower. then the rows average of .400. third highest in er Joe Garagiola in a seven run ky. for the purpose of conducting a
telephone business. for a period of
fagr because it seems that the should be barred out, leaving ,hem the National league, with four seventh inning.
The Braves handed the Giants reenty 0200 yeas. and will restrawberries are difficult to pro- starlit 12 inches wide The middle doubles, two triples, angl two
three heaping doses ef their own ceive bids publicly for said frandue. With an averafte amount !MAIO be cultivated immediately homers arnoung his 14 hits!
effort.they may be grown satis- imPINCoothing down the ridges and who was then defending' major medicine, lashing out with that chise, under: the terms and condiAt this time last year, Molise!. many profitable homers . in a 7 tions of. an ordinance adopted by
working fresh soil back to. the
factori ly
Strawberries should be groan row. Apply 30 or 400 pounds,- of league battieg king, was nursing to 2avicaory at New York in which She Chairman and Board of Truson a • well drained soil that con- 4-12-4 fertilizer. side-dressed, per a miserable 167 average Ord was Johnny San gave up but five hits. tees of the City of Hazel. Kentains plenty of organic matter. acre after cultivation Cultivation hobbled both at bat and afield Bob Elliott hit a three run homer tucky on the 5th day of April. 1948:
and two singles while Tommy all bids to be submitted to said
I-and when established. the patch. .and hewing should bi'• done through by chronic appendicitis.
In his first eight games of 1947, Holmes and Jeff Heath got the Chairman and Board of Trustees
.the field .should have been ih Jime. July. and August..as in the
he had only five hits in as times other
round
trippers. • Whitey for acceptance, or rejection. Said
tulliValian the year, before. If a forst growing season.
It is doubtfol - if strawberries at bat and had driven in only Lockman and Willard Mai shall sale will be made, for. cash, to be
cover crop is to be turned ‘under
on paid in legal tender or by duly
prior to setting. 500 pOtinda 'or should he fruited more than two two runs. Today for eight games gait the Giant runs, both
certified check.-Ira Morgan. Chair4-12-4 fertilizer per acre' may pro- or three years for' commercial he has the gaudy mark of 14' homers
Use our ciassinea
man Board of Trustees City of Hapurposes Probably after two years. hits in 35 times at hat and 12
! mtily be added
W-M Sc get the business
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS - me1,--Kentucky.
increase yields of Straw- la new patch should be established. runs batted in.
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ntritovED ram-nuts IS

LAKEVIEW COMMUNITY
CHURCH
10 ^-m•
iunday School
The Sunday School at °Lakeview
James Chaney, Superintendent
Community Church meets each
11 A.M. Sunday at 2:30 pan.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M. Training Union
Maned Vinscip, Director
7.30 P.M.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening Pra_yer.
Service ,,,
7:30 P.M.
W.M.U. Meeting Third
Wednesday
6 P.M.'
and each Fourth Wednesday
2 P.M.
Afternoon
Brotherhood Meeting first and
third Wednesday ,
7 P.M.
701-Etm -Street
Business Women's Circle
and third Wednesday
6 P.M.
R.A.'s, G.A.'s, and Sunbeam
PHONE 573-J
Band first and third
Wednesday_
& P.M.
COME AND WORSHIP
WITH US

DORN and reared in Persia.
LB Nehemiah appears in the opening scene of his prophecy as cup
bearer to King Artaxerxes in the
royal palace at
Shushan. He was
We'd Like To Be
ALMO CHURCH or CHRIST
a favorite at court,
YOUR GROCERMAN
due, no doubt, to
Bro. .1. H. Brian
personality
h Is
Sunday School each Sunday at
and training, plus
sin, olgeopt second ,gounday at
a keen desire to 9.45
I
serve his people
Preaching services eiery .second
a
He obtained
royal order from Sunday at 2:90 p.m.
Artaxerxes, grantCOLDWATER CHURCH OF
ing him passage to
Jerusalem. It was
-12.14 West Main
a long and dangerfohn Brian. Minister
Dr. Newton
Phone 375
ous journey, but
•a#
antral school each bird's day
Nehemiah travelled not only with
letters from the king, but assur- on lint, second and third Sunday
ance in his heart that he was on at 10 a.m., und fourth Sunday at
.
the Lord's mission. He was given 1.30 p.m.
authority to seek help from other
Preaching service on fourth Sun
nations. Just how much help he day at 2:30 p.m.
received from other nations is hot
definitely certified, but. we do
UNION GROVE CHURCH
know that he achieved the high
OF CHRIST
purpose which God had put in his
Bro. Connie Wyatt
heart. He governed the city wisely
for a dozen years, and wrought
Preaching services each first and
many notable reforms. Read the third Sunday at 11 a.m.
first seven chapters of Nehemiah
Sunday School each Lord's Day
for the complete story. Read also at 10 a.m.
Psalms 122:1-9.
• • •
0
1•1111ADQIIARTERS ?OR
WHEN FRIENDS WORE
Rialidard Parts for An Cent
TOGETHER
PON arrival in Jerusalem,
Nehemiah made a tour of the
W. F. Miller
B. 1.. Ray
city by night. He was shocked and
amazed at the ruins. He called upTelephone 16
on the people to come and help re- si................-.
build the walls. And they were impressed with the earnestness and
SEED
•
sincerity apd courage of his calL
COMPANY
"So bailt we the wall; and all the
-Buyers and Sellerswall was joined together unto the
half thereof; for the' people had •
ALL KINDS OF
mind to work.' Nehemiah 476:
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
There is work for everyone IRS•
Is of a willing mind. There is mirk
We Are Headquarters
in the home. Boys and girls who
pitch in and share in the everyday
for Seed Cleaning
work of the horns make glad the
Experienced Drivers
•
hearts of their parents, and at the
NEW LOCATION
.0 Safe Cars
same line they are learning bow to
•i
care for their own homes when they Across Street From Murry
Stockyards
• Prompt Service
grow up.
• • •
Telephone 665
• Courteous Treatment
STRENGTH AND ENCOURAGEMENT
llajEHEMIAH set the pecple toAS NEAR AS YOUR
gether in families, with tools
TELEPHONE
for work and weapons for defense
against the enemy. And in this
union of numbers there was both
The Old Reliable
strength and courage. We need today to learn anew this lesson of
working together. So often we witness evidence of people pulling
against one another. We see it in
the home and in the school and in
the wider areas of life-in politics
and in the clash between capital
and labor.
I •
• • •
THOSE WHO OPPOSED
NEHEMIAH
UR lesson describes not only
the courage and wisdom of
Nehemiah in getting the Jews to
work and work together, but it
tells us about those who opposed
the rebuilding of Jerusalem. Sanballat was the governor of Samaria,
and when he heard that Nehemiah
was rebuilding Jerusalem, he put
In to defeat him by many schemes
of sabotage.
He began with ridicule. "What
do these feeble Jews?" he scoffingly asked. Ridicule Is always
•
VI IT - WE WILL GET
one of the weapons of those who
- OR IT CANT RR HAD
would tear down and destroy
Young people will do well to guard
themselves against the snare of annapopmmunan=ngs.rawaznaN--narISCIEM.:23m.=x111131111=1"
cynicism. IS is a dangerous thing
Sanballat and his cohorts, Tobiah,
and certain Arabians and Ammeanies and Ashacidites, conspired
to hinder Nehemiah in many devious attacks; but the people worked
Itts just a matter of minutes to
and fought. in the name of the
clean UNIVERSAL CustomLord
• • •
built Remov-A-Slat* Yentrien Blinds. A twig of
WHAT MAKES A REAL LEADER?
the wrist and they slide
HIS is the question which will
out: replacement )JSe as ees,y.
. inevitably arise as we study
Custom-built to fa your winthis lesson. How could one man
dowa, with exclusive color
Inspire people te undertake the imselections obtainable DO piss"
possible./ First. Nehemiah relied
else; available in flexalum,
Implicitly upon God's help. Second,
bonderieed and galvanized
he threw himself into the talk,
steel, or wood. Let us call and
fearlessly and intelligently. Third,
demonstrate ope ration inyour
he possessed the quality of Miran
own home Without obligation
tog faith and hope in others. These
• • • prompt delivery.
are the qualities that make a real
•Pat 110019
leader, anywhere, any time.
-Bow we do need such leaders today! And the Bible speaks to us,
In the story of Nehemiah. remind101 Maple Street
Phone 262
ing us how real leaders are pro
duced Read the 122nd Psalm. Here
Is the secret of It all--"Tbey shall
prosper that love • thee." Every
difficulty confronting the home, the
community, the nation, the world,
can be met and mastered, provided
we tackle it in the name of the
Lord, relying upon his wisdom, his
strength, his poise.
• • •
(Copyright by Me 1 nterraational CouncL
aS R•figieua Education on bobcat of 4(
Protcrlaei
denomination*. Reheard te
IFINU features.1
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RIRRSEY CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Paster

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBEKLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Joe Ben Irby. Pastor

Cardinals Al! Getting Off To Slow
Start Except Hitter Stan Musial

.1 1 t 'I

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHUBeit
Leslie Gilbert, Paster,

SUGAR CREWS CHURCH
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For Sale

FOR SALE-Two bearoom suites,
and other items. Call 301 N. 4th,
or phone 52-J.
M3p

Wanted

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

41.1.0,11 illPIRIKV

provide for the invitation af a
prominent visitor and the New
England -section has protested his
exclusion.
Meanwhile, Corcoran bows out
rather than get dirtied in the
muck. Thl• pros supLAQ__ _forget
that when fie took over as tournainent director they were playing for
$80,000,,and he raised it to $520,000
. . You can credit hint for those
pros now able to retire comfortably at 34 .
Thumbnail Tintype: One of the
American League hits of 1948 looks

fIll

777

st-
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*COOS,
34-Pagan
FIELD SEED-Let us supply ycitir PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00 STRAWBERRY PICKERS - AnyAT)
.-A
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36-Took •seat
Stubblefield.
needs. We carry complete stocks up. Used pianos $135.00 and up. one who is interested, contact Her37-Perlods of time
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Free
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Harry
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thong
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than
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Mr.
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Luncheon
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13-TO send sway
KATE-.
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Ky.
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48-To mare
III- Great wonder
Swann's factory for the tutored Blanton, Mrs. Mary Catherine
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fluids
48
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owl
Sour
ISC.
one of the most complete lines of
'A 1
-Peckages
601PTED
49-CootInd pot
women employees on April 29. It Walls, Miss Clara Perry, Miss CathFOR SALE-18-foot house trailer,
Garden and Vegetable Seed of
12-Ileblect guardian
19-food food f
EWE E
•
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NEW YORK. Me)
, 1 (UFO-Fear- sociation again points up the need tie a knot in the Yale Bulldog's
M25c LOST on southwest side of Murray,
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onable. Like new. Phone 138-J.
a white pig weighing between 30, less Fraley's facts and figures:
nude tournament golf big business
Ap29.30.M1p FOR COMPLETE INSULATION and 40 pounds. Finder please call
Anniversary: Just one year ago
Eddie Arcaro shoots for hie re- and then wassclueezed out by one today the sports world undoubtedly
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock Frank Lancaster at 10574 or 322.GLADIOLI an-ci- TUBEROSE bulbs,
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Flora Willis, Mrs. Lula Griffin, Mrs.
3/tattle Kinnel, Mrs. Lula Sims,
Miss Fay Foster, Mrs. Alma Smith,
Mrs, Mary F. Skinner, Mrs. Veney

Swann Factory
Employees Enjoy
Lawn Party

Offered

For Rent

MASSAC ROOFING COMPANY

r

Today's Sports Parade_

men

Lost and Foundi
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•
teen

1
1

LETTER B_OXES

To Continue FIRM

- ARE BACK
in Two Sizes

LEDGER & TIMES

issat

OUR

Salamen Wanted

ble

/ rut Daving the
Big Bargain
In the Low-Price Class

EX-STATE Departineut worker Carl
Aldo Marzani Is strewn as he spoke
to reporters in Washington and
stated that he will continue to fight
his conviction on charges of concealing Commun:st Party membership from federal investigators. The
verdict of guilty, which brought a
sentence of one to three years, wro
upheld unanimously by the U.. S
Court of Arpea!s (Inv.
••••••

ABBIE,in' SLATS

And It's Not the Food

GLAMAMOUNT'D
I'M TOO"
FIRE ME IF THEY KNEW HUNGRY
ro PERMITTED BROOK TO DRIVE
CAROL TO EAT IN A
ANOTHER
LITTLE TWO-BIT ROAD
SIDE DINER:::

BEAN SOUP,
FRANKFURTERS
AND FRENCH
FRIES, ROLLS,
COFFEE, APPLE
PIE 'AND ICE
CREAM.

W

test()
scorn'lie..
ist of
slide
easy.

win.
color
place

"More tractor for the money ... and gets more work
anything else in its cost-class."
done in a day ...
That's how t17:. Clze "VAC" is rated by farmer after
farmer who has ownlx; re..:ral tractors and knows what
counta most ill ia:m p3wrr. Come in and see for your' self. Let us AO./ you how Mastcr-Frame mounting serves
rive:. yea redl money on an 011:66
for several impleLlent.:, ‘
evilly/ay.:wets.'
planter,
of

NOTHING 'r THEN
WHAT'D WE
EVER STOP
1
HERE FOR :
LET'S GO.
1

THREE 1..111141ER POWER. GROUPS

-used
land
your
moon

2

By Raebern Van Bum,

1v14"41",%

no'

%es

;

Full 2-plow "SC"

The 3-1)10w "DC"

Mighty 4-5

plow

McKEEL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky

OUT
▪ FOR IK E-Stuart
Scheftel, 37, a New York
magazine publisher, became
the new chairman of the
National Draft Eisenhower
LPague, Inc. His aim is "to
complete the organization
of state groups in all 48
states by Feb. 1.
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Allta.Well That Ends Stupidly

_._

-THET rAie, mgromuse,YO' LOVES IT-NONA/ THET AH
so0'16.0'7 AH WAS SO MIZZUBLE
SEES
GOT
' IN' GONE - AN TOOK A CiATH
ON YO' THAR
T'LEAVE HOME, AN'NEVAN
LOVES
CUT MAH HAIR .'7- BUT
irirr
NOW THET AN HAS FOUND
/
YO'-- AM IS HAPPY, AGN.:7

•

AH

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
Telephone 331
Murray,

FIRE

DON'T BE RiDIKALUSS
ALL AH DID WAS
MISS HER .r.' - NOW,
THET SHE'S AROUN
A14 S SATISFIED.07-

VO" IS SATISFIED
-SHORtif
BUT wf-40'S
GONNA MARRY
HER, AN'
SUPPORT PIE?

140.0DY'S GONNA
MARRY ME- sCEPT
HIM- AN'HE WON'TBUT, Al-I'LL FOLLY
HIM TILL TH'END
0 MAH(soap)Days,
coif-AN iS_I-IAPPY
AGIN .r.m.4-

•

MEANIN' YO' IS
GONNA MARRY
UP WIF HER -P

INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile

By Al Capp

Casualty

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance",
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Women's

SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1948

Activities

Zeta Department
Hold's Annual
Dinner Meeting

Locals

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Alpha Department
Of Woman's Club
Meets Saturday
The Alpha Department ef' the
Murray Woman's Club Met 'at 2:30
Saturday afternoon.

by WATKINS E WRIGHT

During the business meeting, the
new officers elected were Mrs. W.
Z. Carter. chairman: Mrs. Ray
Treon. vice-chairman: and , Mrs.
Jack Kennedy. secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Carter as the new chairman.
will attend the state convention
to be held in Cincinnati in June.
Mrs. g. S. Lowry. who was in
charge of the program introduced
the following students who participated as listed:
Miss
Japtueline Sharborotigh
gave a .dramatic.dialogue "A Cutting from Susan and God": Miss
Betty Yancey gave two poems. Miss
Marton Cepeland an essay entitled
"What Is A Liberal7", Miss Ketta
Yates. a poem. "The House With
Nobody In lit"; and. Miss Ann
Lowry gave a one-act play entitled. "The Duchess Says Her
Prayer."
Thes holesses Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.
Miss Beatrice Frye. Mrs. Ft A
Johnston. Miss Floy Robbins. Mrs.
E. A. Tucker and Mrs. Leone Utterbacia served refreshme t
good attendance.

•

qd• •SA•1••• helm.
••••••••• I—
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THREE
BEARS—Still puzzled, no doubt, by the strange creatures on the outside
of their cage, these three little bears Lake a stroll with Mama Bear
around their quarters
at the Lincoln Park zoo, Chicago. The brown grizzly cubs were
born in January, but this
was one of their first appearances outdoors.

• • •

• LOCALS
James Cunningham of New York
Is at present visiting his father Jim
Cunningham. Calloway County. his
sister Mrs. 011ie Hale and his uncle
'and aunt Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale,
Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Perry B. BrandonSpent last weekend in Paris with
Mrs. Brandon's . parents Mr--andMrs. E. le McFadden
• •

Social Calendar
Saturday-. May 1
The Murray VS..rnar, s Club will
give a party tor the Murray Training arid' Murray 'High school - students at 7:30.
Monday. May 3
The executive board of PTA will
meet, at 3700 o'clock at the home of
Mrs Tip Doran.
Measly, May 4
The Cora Graves Circle of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. James C Williams.
Broad Street, at 7.30. Miss Lydia.
Keating w.11 be cohostess.

TRIUMPHANT TRIO—Film stars Charles
Boyer and Ingrid Bergman and author
Maria Remarque gather in New York
where they
version of Remarque's epic, "Arch of Triumph." helped to launch the opening of the fibn
Boyer holds the sage as the trio take
time out for dinner at the Stork Club,
And you yourself may see it
1.1 only you believe."

The general meeting of WS.0 S.
of the First Methodist Church will
meet at 3:00 at the churn
'
. with
Circle II in charge of the program.
The officers 'of the Woodmen
tircle will meet at 7.30 with Mrs.
B. it Hoffman. Miller Avenue.
The officers of the Woodmen
'Circle will meet at 7.311-with Mrs.
B. J. Huffman. Maley -Aves,^_
•
Friday, May 7
The annual dinner meeting of the
aturrwe Woman's Club will be held
aft 30 at thesclub house

oo

Experiments on the use of fallow
show that only -2 to 25 per cent of
the aver:.. rainfall can be stored.

Childrens Corner
By JOETTE LASSITER

COME IN AND LET ME

Have you' over wondered why
you never saw Fairyland? Well.
maybe you never venture out at
-aght alone, so. of course you never
ow fairyland. My Moor today is
a little boy who wanted very
such to see Fairyland but was
sry afraid of the dark
dear." muttered Tont, "bow
1 - do dread to climb those dark,
lark stairs."
He' shuddered 'as he eyed the
o way ,and wished he didn't
to 'tete there. But he never
ment,oned it because he was afraid
the other boys would tease him.
He looked at his mother-who
was reading, and sister/ who was
busy with her English. then he
glanced at dad who was hidden behind his .fayorite newspaper.
"No - - - I'd better not aak4hiern
to go up with me." he decided
Every: .night he had 'the same
etrouble'
• '
„
At last- he called --Goodnight" to
',is
family
a nd, courageously

TEST YOUR
WATCH;FR EE!

The night really wasn't dark-as
he had thought it was-because the
moon made everything silver, and
the' fire flits light we o
t:1.0_hrlEht-Why all these-Whip that soared
me were only familiar thing.; lit up
by the moon." Tommy marveled.
"S-sure." answered Elmer, "right
is really nairy-land-I mean Fairy
is really night-land-that is -here's
your wish." he finished lamely.
Tom looked and looked! How
beautiful everything was! The
gauzy spider web ,became beautiful
silver nets! The dew drops on the
rose peels were huge sparkling
diamonds. He was sure he saw a
fairy qtken peS.king
of a half
opened rose bud.
-7.
-Toin -sighed and oo1ed again!
How many times he had closed his
Vtithout a pre-arranged verdict. The Jurors are eyes tight
against the light -afraid
..aerted from the audience They witness the play
of fairyland!
as real jurors from the Jure box on
stage and bring
My. how silly he was!
in their oan verdict at the end of the last act. Two
"Thank you! Thank you Elmer!"
"short endings are written for the play . .
. to be
used according to their verdict. WHICH 18 YOUR he said. "I'll never be afraid again."
"it weally rasn't nothing I mean
a ERDICT?
wasy realn't nothink-that is, I was
glad to do It." stuttered Elmer.
grinning from his tall peak.ed cap
to his pointed toes.
"And new good-bye I'll see you
again soon," he called as he sailed

-/
1
4 w -••••

All

climbed the-stairs to his room. He
went to the open window and looked nut at the cool, crisp night, and
chanted:
"From My Window"
"A soft southern moon upon evening dew ,
And a million shining-stirs-In skies
of deepest blue
While the willow tosses mournfully As the winds sweeps swiftly by.
The evening dove now ,spreads his
wings
.
And from his perch be flies.
The stars are lamps for fairies
To show to them the night.
The dew is sweetest nectar
For celebrations bright.
The willow is a lady,
Who weeps her time away
The Whip-poor Will's a witch
Who shuns the light of day.
The night's a velvet curtain ,
That covers up the sky
The moon's a golden butterfly
That thru the air doe* fly.
7'be night is really Fhiryland
That reappears each eve

Then he wished on a star. Wishit he might really see Fairyland
-then he said his prayers and slipped into bed, covering his heed
while he tried to .sleep.
He W aS sure a goblin was hiding
near the caresser but at last he dozed fitfully. Awaking with a start
when he heard a slight noise. An
eerie green light filled the rsom.
''A ghost!" Tommy cried. shaking With fright. But then he .saw
a tiny, jolly elfin figure smiling
at him from the window sill.
"An elf!" Tommy cried. "a real
jolly little elf!"
"H-hello." stuttered the tiny creature. "I'm Elmer the Elf, the stargranter. I mean the wish starrerthat is the fire-starry. Oh. dear!
The star fairy sent me to grant your
wish!"
He hopped down onto the bed
and took a bag from his pocket in
which there was a tiny harp. As
he played a gay tune Tommy crew
smaller and smaller and wen Eimer took hia hand they floated out
the window,-aisa -lightly-as thistle
down.
How surprisedoTornrny wae-For
there was fairy land just under his
window.

walbchee repaired hete
are tested on the

dirt.

Mosta

NIGHT
Is A'Murder Trial ••• •
OF
JANUARY
16th

as
inells us imni•diately
what liwrong when you
bring your watch In, It
proves to you that ifs right.
whets you take It out.

At MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL

Furches Jewelry
Store

May 4th and 5th —'8:15 P. M. —.35c - 50c
•
•

•

•
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Loris Raymond is seeking a
musical career in New York, but
finds the eons difficult, as does
Carey Carson, young would-be
architeet. They become friends
and bear of Roland Potter. wealthy old bachelor. oho wants to
help some worthy young married
couple by paying them to live on
his Long Island estate while he is
cruising. They agree to marry
temporarily, one strictly business
basis, to get the job. Mr. Potter
leaves on a cruise, after introducing wealthy and beautiful Iris
Wrenshaw, who takes a fancy to
Carey. He responds, convinced
that Iris will help his career. To
swell their bank account. Loris
and Carey accept a nightly singing and playing engagement at a
nearby night club. Loris worries
over leaving the estate unguarded, believing that she saw a man
prowling about the grounds. Irks
joins Loris and Carey at a beach
picnic and, much to their worry,
wants to return the hospitality
by entertaining them at the very
roadhouse where they are appearin g. Performing under a
strain. Loris and Carey return
late to Pottersplace from the
roadhouse to find Roland Potter
bound and ragged In the living
room.
CHAPTER XXIX
COR several seconds both
A Loris and Carey were too
dazed to move. It was like a
nightmare—seeing Roland
Potter bound and gagged in his
own luxurious living room.
Then they came out of the
stunned trance, reading the
desperate appeal in Mr. Potter's eyes. They ran to him and
Loris loosened the gag, while
Carey untied the Venetian
blind cords with which he was
bound.
-Call the police. Quick!" Mr.Potter gasped when he was free.
Getting to his feet somewhat
shakily, their employer went on:
"'Those burglars who attacked
me were desperadoes." He tottered
across the room and grabbed the
telephone from Carey's ban d.
"Here, give me that. I'll take charge
of this mess!"
Carey stepped back and Loris
moved close to him. They listened,
breathless and wide-eyed, while
Mr. Potter told the pollee about surprising two men who were looting
his home-tough customers who
manhandled him. leaving `him
bound and completely helpless.
"Yes." said Mr. Potter, apparently answering a question,"they took
a valuable painting from over the
mantel in my living room. They
helped themselves to my family silver-and heavens knows what else
I'll discover missing when 1 make
a complete inspection."
Not until then did Loris and
Carey notice the empty space once
covered by the picture they both
had so admired.
"Oh. Carey, this is terrible!" Leis
wailed.
"And the silver gone too." groaned Carey.
"And Maybe a lot of staff from
upstairs." said Loris MAI cautious
whisper.
Roland Potter slammed down the
receiver and whirled on Loris and
Carey They never had believed
that a man who had looked so
much like an elderly Cupid could
change so suddenly.
"Well?" he exploded. Just one
word, but it made Loris think of a
giant firecracker going off.
"We're terribly sorry." she began.
"We had to go out for awhile."
Carey contributed. lamely. "And
while the house was empty, those
two men
"Came in and helped themselves." Mr. Potter cut in. He sank
Into a chair, red-faced and furious
"And do you know what they tad
me while they tied me tip?"
-No. sir." said Cares and Lori
together.
-They told foe that they had
,been watching my house for
weeks." raged Mr. Potter. "That
they had kept an eye on you two
and finally figured out that no one
lived here but you." He motioned

the young couple to silence as they
started to interrupt. "What's more,
they told me you were away every
night. They followed you, and
found out where you went-Just
how long you were away. They
knew your night-owl habits."
"Oh!" said Loris. "Then that
teas a man I saw that night. Carey.
and not a shadow."
"What's that?" barked Mr. Potter.
"Nothing much." said Carey.
"Loris thought she saw a man
sneaking around one night. but I
still think it was her imagination."
"Well, it wasn't anybody's imagination that they tied me up and
robbed me." snapped Mr. Potter
He glared at the couple before him
"Working in a cheap roadhouse
eh? Neglecting the job I was Paying you for to sing and play In aa-Joint."
"We're sorry," said Loris. "but
we thought we could hold down
both Jobs, Mr. Potter-and we did
want to get some money ahead to
live on when you let us go at the
end of the summer."

The annual dinner meeting of the
Zeta Department was held last
evening at 7:30 at the club house.
During the business session Mrs.
Maurice Ryan, chairman,- presided.
The following new officers were
elected:
Mrs. Charles M. Baker, chairman:
Mrs. W. C. Elkins, vice-chairman:
Miss Oneida Ahart, secretary; iaid
Mrs. Henry•Fulton, treasurer.
Mrs. Baker will attend the convention of the State Federation of
Womans Clubs to be held in Cincinnati. in June.
Following a delicious dinner the
group enjoyed an interesting talk
entitled "Peace", by Mrs. A, M.
Wolfson, guest speaker.
- Places were laid for approximately thiry persons including the
follovAng guests: Mrs. J. Buddy
Farmer, Miss Mayrelle Johnson,
Mrs. Harold Glen Doran. Mrs. Gumdel Reaves, Mrs. Elmer Collins, Mrs.
Bobby Grogan,' Mrs. George Hart.
Miss Nancy Waggoner, Miss Marilyn Mason, Mrs. James Thurmond
and Mrs. Wolfson.
Hostesses were Mrs. John 1'. Irvan and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten.

Unit4

ONE-MAN WAR ON COMMUNISM -New York cabbie Max Vogel spent his
savings for 5,000 red, white
and blue buttons like the
one above, 'as part Of his "
one-man war on Communism. Vogel has decided to .
lecture his fares on the
danger of Communism and
presents a buttton to each.
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College
Calendar

"Speed To Spare" (57 Min.)
Feature Starts:
7:08-8:34.10,00.

1:24-2:50-4:16-5:42-

May 1. Saturday -Spring carnival,
CAPITOL THEATRE
health building.
May 3. Tuesday-Senior recital, "Law of the Lash" (54 Mlia)
Frances Ray, piano, and War- Feature Starts: 11:30-12:59-2:28-3:57ren Barrett, trumpet,
p.rn, 5:26-6:55-8:24-9:53,
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THE end of the summer!"
T
Mr. Potter fairly screamed.
"You're going now - this very
night."
Loris tried to think of something
to say. So did Carey. But both were
speechless.
"For the first time in my experience with BIM Murphy, he showed
bad Judgment in picking." said Mr.
Potter.
"I don't think you are being quite
fair to him or to us." said Carey
finally. "After all, we certainly did
not do anything wrong intentionally. We always got home around
one in the morning?
"One in the morning! A fine
hour for two caretakers to come
creeping back to Pottersplace."
Loris lost her temper and asked.
'What were you doing creeping In
at one in the morning? Did you
come back to spy on us?'
Mr. Potter gave her an icy stare.
"My dear young lady, it so happens
that my cruise ended sooner than
I expected. And I took it for granted I would be welcomed in my own
honie-by my caretakers, not by
thugs?
"Your things are an insured,
aren't they?" asked Loris practically.
"Naturally," said Mr. Potter.
"Then why be so herd on us for
what happened?"
slam Carson." said Mr. Potter
in measured tones. "money isn't
everything. Some of the stolen
things can never be replaced. That
painting. Some fine old silver. Go
upstairs and stay there until I call
you. I'm much too upset to have
you around."

"A

IN THE upper hall: the downcast
a couple paused outside Loris'
room.
"Want me to come in and sit with
you?" Carey asked. "After all
there's no need for us to suffer
separately."
Loris brightened a little "Please
do come in I'm much too Jittery
to be alone"
They set down facing each other
and lit cigarettes.
"Sort of like being in • concentratton camp." said Carey.
"Or being sent to bed like
naughty children."
"Sent to bed without a Job instead of without supper." Carey
suggested.
"Oh. but we still have a Job.Loris reminded."At the Boulevard
Thank heavens. we won't have to
go back to New York Just vet to begin the round of the employment
agencies."
"Yen we've still got the Job in
the cheap little roadhouse." conceded Carey, but not very gratefully.
Loris showed her annoyance. She
anew Instinctively that Carey was
thinking about Iris Wrenshaw and
her opinion of the roadhouse Loris
was on the verge of saying a few
unpleasant things about Iris whenMr. Potter called. •
-Come on ctowp, you two." he
said. standini
The
stairs. "The police are here."
(To be continued'
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malarial drugs, known as choloroquine and quinoline.
"None of the 49 cases • in the
pentaquine group has relapsed to
date." Dr. Straus said. "In the chloroquine group of 46 patients, there
were relapses in 14 patients or 30
per cent."
Dr. Straus said the 49 "cured"
cases have not been discharged
from the hospital, put that the
study will continue for at least
another year. At that time, those
patients in the control group will
still suffer relapses will be treated
with the pentaquine-quinine combination.
The control group members actually are volunteering to prolong their illness in the interest
of proving which combination of
anti-malarial drugs is the best.
"Toxic bad reactions, manifesttenons to pentaquinine - quinine
were minor." Straus said. "In no
case was it necessary to discontinue pentaquine because of toxicity. In one case it was necessary
to discontinue quinine. Some toxic
manifestations were observed in
75 per cent of patients. mose of
these were insignificant."
It has been estimated that about
500.000 American service men became infected with malaria, eithei
the immediate attack type or the
relapsing ailment. during World
War II.
The relapsing type is not acquired except through the bite
of a certain species of mosquito,
few of which are in the United
States.. The mosquito in its bite
injects a parisite that attacks the
red corpuscles in the human blood
stream. Te relapsing type has .been
the most difficult to cure
--
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ALSO DIE"
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given pentaquine with quinine.
The other group. serving as controls, were given two other antiNEW YORK, April 30. (UP)
A study of 95 warveterans showed
today that relapsing malaria can
be cured by the injections of the
drug pentaquinine when combined
with quinine.
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE'
Results of the study were reported to the New York academy
of medicine by Dr. Bernard Straus,
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chief of the medical service at the
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hospital, and his assistant, DrJbseph Gennis.
Mohe of the veterans participating in the test saw service in the
southwest Pacific. They were dry-
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Relapsing Malaria
Can Be Cured By
New Injection&
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